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Abstract
Musical practice may benefit not only domain-specific abilities, such as pitch discrimination and music performance, but also
domain-general abilities, like executive functioning and memory. Behavioral and neural changes in visual processing have been
associated with music-reading experience. However, it is still unclear whether there is a domain-specific visual ability to process
musical notation. This study investigates the specificity of the visual skills relevant to simple decisions about musical notation.
Ninety-six participants varying in music-reading experience answered a short survey to quantify experience with musical
notation and completed a test battery that assessed musical notation reading fluency and accuracy at the level of individual note
or note sequence. To characterize how this ability may relate to domain-general abilities, we also estimated general intelligence
(as measured with the Raven’s Progressive Matrices) and general object-recognition ability (as measure by a recently proposed
construct o). We obtained reliable measurements on our various tasks and found evidence for a domain-specific ability of the
perception of musical notation. This music-reading ability and domain-general abilities were found to contribute to performance
on specific tasks differently, depending on the level of experience reading music.
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A surprising number of studies report on the association be-
tween musical expertise and cognitive skills that are very dif-
ferent from what musicians practice in the development of
their musicianship. It is certainly expected that musicians ex-
cel in music tasks such as score reading (e.g., Bean, 1938;
Sloboda, 1978) and the discrimination of musical elements
including pitch, rhythm, melody, and tone (e.g., Barakat
et al., 2015; Bratzke et al., 2012; Magne et al., 2006).
Moreover, music training can enhance cognitive abilities like
executive function (e.g., Bialystok & DePape, 2009; Bugos,
2019; Clayton et al., 2016; Hannon & Trainor, 2007; Moreno

et al., 2011; Shen et al., 2019), visual/auditory attention (e.g.,
Clayton et al., 2016; Parbery-Clark et al., 2011; Roden et al.,
2014; Strait et al., 2010; Strait & Kraus, 2011), visual/auditory
memory (e.g., Degé et al., 2011; Jakobson et al., 2008;
Rodrigues et al., 2013, 2014; Strait & Kraus, 2011), intelli-
gence (e.g., Moreno et al., 2011; Schellenberg, 2004, 2006,
2011a, 2011b), and linguistic abilities (e.g., Butzlaff, 2000;
Magne et al., 2006; Moreno et al., 2009; Strait & Kraus,
2011). Despite the variety of studies heralding the benefits
of music training, the evidence is mainly correlational, making
causal inferences imprudent. Some or all of the effects could
be due to self-selection (Heckman, 1979). One meta-
analytical study investigating the effects on reading ability
concluded that the effect size for correlational studies was
small but very robust, while that for experimental studies
was even smaller and more likely due to publication bias
(Butzlaff, 2000). More recent work relied on a longitudinal
design to support stronger claims that music training in-
fluences both music-specific and domain-general skills
(Habibi et al., 2018). Nonetheless, whether or not self-
selection is of concern in interpreting a given result, all
work in the field of musical expertise is conducted against
the backdrop of possible influences of music training on a
multitude of cognitive abilities.
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The possibility of domain-general advantages (those that
are not specific to music, but also apply to music) in musicians
can make it particularly difficult to study domain-specific in-
dividual differences (variability that only applies to the music
domain) in this field. Even when studies cannot lead to causal
inferences, they should at least characterize whether advan-
tages observed in musicians are domain specific or domain
general. Of interest here is a body of work relating expertise in
reading musical notation to a number of behavioral and neural
effects. Unlike research that examines musical knowledge or
musical ability (e.g., processing of pitch, melody, rhythm;
e.g., Law & Zentner, 2012), this line of work pertains specif-
ically to the visual processing of musical notation. Music-
reading experience is associated with perceptual advantages.
It is positively correlated with the speed of encoding music
note sequences, relative to nonmusical stimuli such as digits,
shapes, and letters (Chang & Gauthier, 2020; Wong et al.,
2019; Wong & Wong, 2018). Music-reading experts experi-
ence less visual crowding in the periphery for crowded musi-
cal notation than control stimuli (Wong & Gauthier, 2012).
This expertise also seems to come with attentional benefits.
Music-reading experts show a greater asymmetry during vi-
sual search based on their familiarity with the correct config-
uration of the features (dots and stems) that make out notes
(Chang & Gauthier, 2020). They also show enlarged visual
span for identifying English letters, but not Chinese characters
or novel symbols, suggesting transfer effects due to similari-
ties in the visual stimulus processing involved (e.g., left-to-
right reading; Li et al., 2019). Perceptual advantages may arise
through top-down influences on early visual cortex (Wong
et al., 2014). All of these effects, behavioral and neural, have
been suggested to be specific effects of experience reading
musical notation on its processing.

A possible limitation to this interpretation is the operational
definition of “musical-reading expertise” in this body of work.
This definition has been based on a single task, sometimes
controlling for only one other task, and thus may not provide
a sufficiently strong operationalization of a domain-specific
ability. Our work aims to improve on this. Wong and
Gauthier (2010a) measured the perceptual thresholds (presen-
tation time required for 80% accuracy) in matching short se-
quences of four notes. While those who self-identified as
music-reading experts could match music sequences based on
a shorter presentation time, their thresholds for matching letter
sequences did not differ from novices. In addition, the percep-
tual threshold for notes was related to neural activity for notes in
a multimodal network of brain regions. Wong et al. (2020)
recently pointed out several advantages of this task. First, it
does not require naming or identifying the notes so it can be
used to compare individuals with and without music training.
Second, it uses “non-sense” sequences of notes, such that any
advantage is not due to the visual regularity of patterns that are
common in sight-reading material. Third, this task produced

measurements with acceptable reliability (Guttman λ-2 and
Cronbach’s alpha > .7) in a large sample study (231 individuals
ranging from novice to experienced music readers). Perceptual
note thresholds were moderately correlated with self-reported
music-reading ability and the number of years of musical train-
ing. Some studies improved on the operational definition of
musical reading expertise by subtracting the perceptual thresh-
old for letters from that of notes (Wong et al., 2014; Wong &
Gauthier, 2012), or by regressing the threshold variability for
digits and shapes (Chang&Gauthier, 2020). Thus, studies have
increasingly raised the bar to ensure that measurements can
isolate the domain-specific expertise associated with reading
music. However, many limitations remain, including the limi-
tations to measurements of perceptual fluency in a single
matching task and the lack of information about the contribu-
tion of domain-general cognitive and visual skills in individual
differences in music reading.

To increase domain coverage, we administered two behav-
ioral tests that measure musical notation reading fluency and
accuracy at both the individual note level and the note se-
quence level. Moreover, for each test, we used better control
stimuli to better control for domain-general variance in each
test. Several tasks with distinct demands were used to prevent
effects due to specifics of the same tasks, improving result
generalization to various kinds of tasks. We examined how
much domain-specific variance is present once we account for
domain-general abilities, such as general intelligence g and
general object-recognition ability ov. Like g, ov is a statistical
construct referring to a broad visual object-recognition ability
that influences performance across a variety of visual tasks,
with both novel and familiar objects (Richler et al., 2019;
Sunday et al., 2021). We also explored the contribution of
these domain-general abilities to musical notation reading in
people varying in experience in this domain. In the domain of
chest radiograph reading, once radiological experience level
was controlled, people higher in g and ov were better at de-
tecting lung nodules (Sunday et al., 2018). Interestingly, ov
contributed to lung-nodule detection performance more for
novices than for radiologists. Similarly, here, we examined
whether performance on tasks with musical notation may be
more influenced by domain-general abilities like g and ov in
music-reading novices than in music-reading experts.

To preview the results: Our behavioral tests produced reli-
able measurements (see Results, Part 1 section), and perfor-
mance on tests that used musical notation correlated well with
each other and with self-reported music-reading experience
level (see Results, Part 2 section). We show that this positive
correlation remains after controlling for domain-general ef-
fects or variances in the control versions (see Results, Part 3
section). We find evidence of contribution from general intel-
ligence g and general object-recognition ability ov to perfor-
mance onmusic-reading tasks, with different contributions for
novices and experts (see Results, Part 4 section).
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Method

Participants

We conducted a power analysis based on an effect size of r =
.3, which we consider a reasonable minimum correlation for
tasks that tap into the same ability but differ in the specifics of
task demands. At an alpha of .05 (one-tailed), 64 participants
are required to detect this effect with 80% power (note, how-
ever, that we chose to analyze the results with Bayesian tests,
for which a priori power is less important). However, more
than detecting correlations, we were interested in estimating
common variance across tasks and we recruited more partic-
ipants to increase precision. A total of 96 participants (26
males and 70 females) completed the study, which was ap-
proved and conducted in compliance with the Vanderbilt
Institutional Review Board. To recruit people with a wide
range of music training experience for the purpose of individ-
ual difference methods, we recruited participants from the
Vanderbilt University Community and the Blair School of
Music. Informed consent was obtained at the beginning of
the study. Upon completion, participants received monetary
compensation or extra credits for course purposes.

Procedure

Participants came in for two sessions, each lasting between 60
and 90min. The first session included a short survey about the
participants’ experience with music reading and a series of
sequential matching tests (SM). In the second session, partic-
ipants performed the following: working memory tests (WM),
the Raven’s Progressive Matrices (RPM), the novel object
memory test (NOMT), and an object matching test (OM). In
SM and WM tests, we used both musical as well as nonmu-
sical stimuli (e.g., simple shapes and colors) to estimate visual
abilities associated with music reading, controlling for non-
specific effects. To prevent potential confounding effects due
to task order differences across participants, all participants
completed the tests in the same order. Trials within each test
were presented in a fixed order, except for the SM tests, in
which an adaptive method was used.

Measuring music-reading experience

Since one’s musical training background does not only reflect
visual fluency with musical notation, or the ease with which
one processes musical notation, it may not be ideal to use
years of music lessons (Brochard et al., 2004; Stewart et al.,
2004) or profession (Salis, 1980) as an index of one’s music-
reading proficiency. Here, we chose to explicitly ask partici-
pants to indicate whether they considered themselves a music-
reading expert or not (which may differ from their expertise in
music playing, for example). They were also asked, “In terms

of reading musical notation, which best describes you?” with
four response options on a scale of 1 to 4 ( 1 = I do not read
music notation; 2 = I have some music-reading skills that I do
not use regularly; 3 = I can read music scores, and I do it
regularly; and 4 = even among musicians, I may be above
average in my ability to read musical notation). Since the
second survey question was included later in the process of
data collection, 12 participants completed the two survey
questions at the same time when they came in for the first
session. Those who had already completed the study took
the second survey via phone or email.

Sequential matching tests (SM-notes on staff, SM-notes
on endless staff, SM-shapes, SM-bullseyes)

The SM tests measure perceptual fluency with musical nota-
tion and control stimuli (for similar designs, see Chang &
Gauthier, 2020; Wong et al., 2014; Wong et al., 2020;
Wong & Gauthier, 2010a, 2010b, 2012; Wong & Wong,
2018). Each trial begins with a 200-ms fixation and then a
500-ms mask, followed by a reference item presented for a
varied duration determined by performance on previous trials.
Presentation duration is decreased by 30% following three
correct trials or otherwise increased by 35%, starting from
an initial duration of 700 ms. After another 500-ms mask,
two test items are presented side by side, and participants
make an unspeeded choice as to which of the two items
matches the reference they just saw. Participants are informed
that the distractor test item would be very similar to the refer-
ence, and that they should aim to be as accurate as possible.
We record every change in the direction of duration
adjustment as a reversal (e.g., change from shortening
to lengthening the duration), and terminated the testing
sequence after the fifth consecutive reversals following
at least 10 reversals).

Participants completed this task twice, for two separate
estimations for each type of musical/control stimulus, with
the number of trials for each estimation varying according to
individual performance stability. The two estimated presenta-
tion duration thresholds were averaged to index stimulus-
specific perceptual fluency.

The SM-notes on staff test uses short music sequences com-
posed of four quarter notes on a staff of five horizontal lines
(see Fig. 1). Each note could be placed on a staff line or in
between two staff lines. In each pair of reference and distractor
music sequences, only one of the four notes differs, being
randomly chosen to move up/down by one step (e.g., from a
line to an adjacent space above/below) or two steps (e.g., from
a line to the next higher/lower line). The SM-notes on endless
staff test uses the same constraints but notes are placed on a
staff that has 10 more staff lines, fading in all directions, to
reduce the usefulness of verbal coding with note names (see
Fig. 1). To avoid ceiling performance for those who are skilled
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at music reading, contrast of the music sequences was reduced
by 30% following previous studies.

Prior work used either letters or digits as a control category
for musical stimuli in the SM tests (Chang & Gauthier, 2020;
Wong et al., 2019; Wong &Wong, 2018), as they are univer-
sally familiar to participants. However, based on recent reports
that individual differences in processing digits are much less
variable compared to musical notation (e.g., Experiment 1 in
Chang & Gauthier, 2020), we chose to use shape sequences
instead. Shape sequences lead to performance more compara-
ble to musical sequences in their variability (e.g., Experiment
2 in Chang & Gauthier, 2020), even though the variability
cannot be attributed to expertise differences. It therefore pro-
vides a more effective control for non-music-specific variance
on the SM-note test. The SM-shapes test uses sequences of
three shapes selected from 10 common shapes (see Fig. 1). In
each pair of reference and distractor shape sequences, one of
the three shapes is replaced with its mirrored form, rotated
form, or with a visually similar shape. Finally, the SM-
bullseyes test is designed to measure individual differences
in domain-general spatial coding for visual patterns, which
may contribute to performance on the SM-notes test.
Bullseye patterns were created by randomly darkening four
locations of a pattern composed of polar grids of three con-
centric circles divided in 45-degree sections (see Fig. 1). On
each trial, the reference and distractor patterns only differ in
one of the four locations.

Working memory tests (WM-notes, WM-colors)

Studies on visual working memory suggest higher capacity
with more familiar objects. For instances, a sequence of words
is remembered better than a sequence of nonsense syllables
(Jones & Macken, 2015), and car experts can encode more

cars compared to car novices (Curby et al., 2009). Therefore,
we designed the WM tests to measure working memory ca-
pacity for musical notation and, as a control, colors. It was
modeled after prior work (Xu et al., 2018), with some modi-
fications. Participants first performedWM-colors followed by
theWM-notes. Each test included five blocks of 40 trials (with
set size varying from two to six), totaling 200 trials. Arrays
were generated by randomly selecting two to six items from a
set of eight possible musical notation elements (see Fig. 2) or
colored squares, without repetition within a trial. Trials start
with a fixation presented at the center of the screen for 1,000
ms, followed by an array of two to six items in a single hor-
izontal line presented for 150 ms, a 500-ms blank, and finally
a probe item such that participants could judge whether the
probe was part of the initial array or not. Accuracy was em-
phasized over speed but a maximum of 10 s was allowed for a
response. We showed musical notation (and therefore colored
squares) in a line for ecological validity (we are interested in
individual differences relevant to music reading and not in
position effects). Accuracy averaged across the five blocks
was used to index memory capacity for musical notation and
colors. Based on preliminary analyses, for the WM-note test
we excluded Set Size 6 trials because performance on these
was poorly correlated with performance on the other set sizes
(rs from .09 to .28, depending on level, whereas all other
correlations between levels were >.4).

General intelligence, g (RPM)

A version of the Raven’s Progressive Matrices (Raven, 2000)
was used to estimate participants’ general intelligence. On
each trial, a geometric pattern is presented in the form of a 3
× 3 matrix, with the bottom-right piece missing. Given the
partial pattern, the task is to identify the one diagram that

Fig. 1 Sample stimuli (shown in pairs) used in the SM tests
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completes the pattern among eight alternatives. Participants
are provided with three practice trials with feedback during
instructions. Afterwards, they are timed for 10 minutes and
asked to complete as many trials as possible, out of 18 total
trials. Trials are ordered from least to most difficult. The total
count of correct responses is used as an index of general
intelligence.

General visual object-recognition ability (ov)

A latent variable approach uncovered evidence for a domain-
general object-recognition ability, or ov (Richler et al., 2019;
Sunday et al., 2021). In those studies, ov is a higher-order
factor in a structural equation model that accounted for a ma-
jority of the variance in lower-order factors, based on perfor-
mance for three different tasks and five novel object catego-
ries. Following others (Sunday et al., 2018), we estimate ov
using the aggregate of performance on two different tasks
(NOMT and OM; see below), one with a single novel object
category and the other with five novel object categories.

Novel object memory test (NOMT)

The NOMT (Richler et al., 2017) is a learning test with
an artificial object category (vertical Ziggerins; Wong
et al., 2009; see Fig. 3). The test is divided into two
blocks that consist of a study phase and a 24-trial test
phase. In the first block, participants study six target
Ziggerins presented simultaneously for unlimited time,
then on each test trial select which of three Ziggerins
is any of the six target Ziggerins. After the first six test

trials, the target Ziggerins are shown again to facilitate
learning and ensure instruction. In the second block,
participants review the target Ziggerins for as long as
they like, then complete 24 test trials where target
Ziggerins are presented in novel unstudied views.
Across the entire test, visual noise is added to object
images in eighteen trials. Participants are informed
about visual noise trials and that a target would be
present on all trials. Accuracy is emphasized over reac-
tion time. Mean accuracy for all 48 trials is used as an
index of performance on this test.

Object matching test (OM)

On each trial of the OM test (Sunday et al., 2018), partic-
ipants see two objects from the same novel object catego-
ry, one after the other, and judge whether they are the
same or different regardless of size, brightness, and/or
viewpoint differences. The first object is presented for
300 ms. Following a 500-ms random pattern mask, a sec-
ond object is shown for a maximum of 3 s or until re-
sponse. The novel object categories used were symmetric
Greebles, asymmetric Greebles, horizontal Ziggerins, ver-
tical Ziggerins, and Sheinbugs (see Fig. 3). Five practice
trials (one for each object category) are given to familiar-
ize the participants with the task before 180 test trials,
where categories are mixed. Participants are informed that
the two objects could be very similar if different, and are
encouraged to keep doing their best and respond as fast
and accurately as possible. Performance on this test is
indexed by sensitivity (d').

Fig. 2 a Trial procedure and (b) sets of eight possible objects for the WM tests
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Results

Part 1: Descriptive statistics and reliability

Different numbers of participants were excluded for each test
due to missing data or dropout (see Table 1). Among 96 par-
ticipants, six did not complete the WM tests; one did not
complete the RPM; two did not complete the NOMT; and
three did not complete the OM test. Outliers on any test were
excluded if their performance was below chance only if their
performance on various trials of a specific test did not corre-
late with the trial difficulty estimated based on the other par-
ticipants. This is a compromise to eliminate participants who
were not making an effort or had misunderstood the instruc-
tions on a task, but still include those who performed poorly
due to low abilities.When a participant’s performance is better
on the easiest items relative to the most difficult items, it
suggests they understood the instructions and tried to answer
correctly. Six outliers were excluded on the NOMT, where
chance is 33.3%. Five outliers were excluded for the OM test,
for showing a negative d'. For the SM tests, we trimmed the
estimated thresholds longer than four standard deviations
away from the mean value of that estimation or longer than
5,000 ms (18 out of 768 estimates; 2.34%). Therefore, for
these participants, we used only a single estimate to index
stimulus-specific perceptual fluency instead of averaging the
two estimated presentation duration thresholds.

We evaluated the psychometric properties of all the tests as
the first step of our measurement evaluation. Descriptive sta-
tistics and reliability for each test are presented in Table 1. For
SM tests, the Pearson’s correlation r was computed between
the two presentation duration thresholds and corrected with
the Spearman–Brown prophecy formula (r'; Brown, 1910;
Spearman, 1910) to assess the reliability of the estimation
procedure. For all the other tests, Cronbach’sαwas computed
to index the reliability as the internal consistency of the mea-
surement. Overall, the tests demonstrated a good range of
performance and acceptable reliability. JASP statistics soft-
ware (JASP Team, 2020) was used to conduct Bayesian
analyses.

Part 2: Zero-order correlations between measures

We assessed convergent validity by determining whether our
musical tests correlated with one another. Conversely, we
assessed divergent validity by determining whether these mu-
sical tests do not correlate as strongly with nonmusic notation
tests. All correlations are reported with BF+0, using an alter-
native hypothesis that is positive (because negative correla-
tions are not expected, neither theoretically nor on the basis of
prior work) and a stretched beta prior width of 1 (default in
JASP). To estimate experience with musical notation, we
combined the binary self-report of expertise and the four-
level survey question (after standardizing each), because the

Fig. 3 Artificial objects used in the NOMT and OM test. From left to right, symmetric Greebles, asymmetric Greebles, horizontal Ziggerins, vertical
Ziggerins, and Sheinbugs. Vertical Ziggerins were used in both tests

Table 1 Descriptive statistics and reliability (as indexed by Spearman–Brown corrected Pearson’s correlation r' or Cronbach’s α) for all tests

N Mean (SD) Min Max Reliability

SM (threshold in ms)

Notes on staff 96 1,005.3 (620.5) 191.5 4,113.5 r' = .82

Notes on endless staff 96 1,374.8 (1040.7) 161.44 4,111.7 r' = .71

Shapes 96 907.9 (519.0) 175.42 3,186.5 r' = .61

Bullseyes 96 462.3 (291.9) 111.3 1,648.4 r' = .68

WM (percentage accuracy)

Colors 90 .87 (.07) .63 .97 α = .89

Notes 90 .77 (.07) .49 .93 α = .82

RPM (total correct) 95 11.26 (2.71) 3 16 α = .65

NOMT (percentage accuracy) 88 .60 (.14) .31 .88 α = .78

OM (d') 88 1.05 (.56) 0 2.32 α = .90
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twomeasures were strongly positively correlated (r = .65, BF+
0 = 1.56e +10). To estimate individual general visual recogni-
tion ability as ov (Richler et al., 2019), we first confirmed the
strong positive correlation between the NOMT andOM scores
(r = .47, BF+0 = 1567) as predicted from prior reports (e.g.,
Richler et al., 2019; Sunday et al., 2018), then we standardized
the NOMT and OM scores across participants, and averaged
the two standardized scores for each participant to obtain the
aggregate index ov. Reliability for ov is .90 (corrected
Cronbach’s α as suggested by Wang & Stanley, 1970). We
confirmed that, as in prior work (; Richler et al., 2019), the
correlation between these two visual tasks survived after con-
trolling for g (rpartial = .39, BF+0 = 159).

Table 2 summarizes the zero-order correlations and corre-
sponding BF+0 between tests for musical abilities, ov, and g.
Scatterplots were examined for bivariate outliers and five of
the correlations (based on three participants) led to one value
with an externally studentized residual (jackknife) value
above 3. While the correlations were all larger without the
outliers, the change was generally small (the most significant
change was the correlation between SM-bullseyes and WM-
colors, which went from inconclusive to strong support for a
correlation (Jeffreys, 1961). Values in the table with a super-
script are those without bivariate outliers, with the original
values in the note.

All measures pertaining to music were positively related,
with substantial to extreme evidence relative to the null hy-
pothesis. We note that we find no support for a correlation of
music experience with any of the nonmusical measures (and

in some cases, for SM-shapes, WM-colors, and ov, support for
the null). Performance on the same tasks (SM and WM) for
musical and control stimuli were positively correlated, with
extreme evidence relative to the null hypothesis. This con-
firms the importance of controlling for domain-general and
task-related variance in the interpretation of the correlations,
which we address in the next section. Finally, both ov and g
were positively correlated with all performance measures
(with substantial to extreme support relative to the null hy-
pothesis, depending on the measure).

Values before bivariate outlier exclusion: 1r = .35, BF+0 =
71, 2r = .61, BF+0 = 1.263e +8, 3r = .29, BF+0 = 11,4r = .20,
BF+0 = 1.5, 5r = .26, BF+0 = 4.74.

Part 3: Estimating domain-specific variance in musical
tests

We examined whether participants who had more experience
with music reading would show superior performance on the
musical SM and WM tests, even after controlling for perfor-
mance in the nonmusic control conditions. As expected, the
two musical SM tasks (SM-notes on staff and SM-notes on
endless staff) were strongly positively correlated across all
participants (r = .65, BF+0 = 1.57e +10). We therefore aver-
aged them to index the performance on SM for notes (abbre-
viated hereafter as SM-notes).

After controlling for domain-general abilities and task-
specific variance common in the SM tasks as assessed in
SM-shapes, SM-bullseyes, general object-recognition abilities

Table 2 Zero-order correlations among tests with BF+0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1. Music experience -

2. SM-notes on staff .60 –

3.047e+8

3. SM-notes on endless staff .50 .65 –

162254 1.57e+10

4. WM-notes .28 .45 .40 –

8.92 4665 558

5. SM- .10 .35 .48 .33 –

shapes 0.32 123 39254 43

6. SM- .14 .41 .48 .461 .53 –

bullseyes 0.54 1253 33896 6404 1.24e+6

7. WM- .07 .27 .22 .642 .29 .314 –

colors 0.24 6.99 2.09 1.43e +9 13 20

8. ov .03 .25 .31 .46 .34 .39 .40 –

0.17 5.12 23 6125 60 518 524

9. RPM .17 .28 .30 .345 .29 .30 .325 .31

0.88 10.35 17 39 13 21 25 21

Note. For all tests, the alternative hypothesis specifies that the correlation is positive.
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ov, and general intelligence g scores, we found strong evi-
dence for a positive correlation between SM-notes scores
and music experience (see Fig. 4a; rpartial = .65, BF+0 =
3.54e +9). Similarly, there was moderately strong evidence
for a positive correlation betweenWM-notes and music expe-
rience, after controlling for performance on WM-colors, ov,
and g (see Fig. 4b; rpartial = .29, BF+0 = 9.40).

Substantial support was obtained for a positive correlation
between performance residuals for SM-notes and WM-notes,
controlling for performance on non-music tasks, ov and g (see
Fig. 4c; rpartial = .25, BF+0 = 3.89). This suggests that there is
variance shared across these tasks that is specific to music-
reading expertise.

Part 4: Howmusic-reading experience, ov and g relate
to performance in music-reading novices and experts

We hypothesized that performance on tasks with musical no-
tation is more likely to be supported by domain-general abil-
ities (either cognitive or visual) in novices than in music-
reading experts. Both the SM-notes and WM-notes tests were
designed so as not to require explicit music-reading skills.
Indeed, the goal was to create tests that can be used to measure
the effects of music-reading expertise across the entire popu-
lation, at any level of experience. Such a continuous measure
allows for more powerful analyses than dichotomizing into
groups of novices and experts (MacCallum et al., 2002).
However, in the extreme, given no or very little experience
reading music, musical notation are no more than non-sense
shapes. With little to no experience, we might expect that
performance on these tasks are more dependent on ov and g.
If experience reading music results in a domain-specific abil-
ity—say, as new features or new attentional strategies are
acquired by experts—then these domain-general effects
should be smaller.

To test this hypothesis, we split our sample into two groups
according to their answers to the music survey (level of

experience 1 or 2, vs. 3 or 4). This resulted in a group of 56
music-reading novices and 40 music-reading experts. Experts
showed more variability in music-reading experience than
novices (variance = .34 vs .17), F(39, 55) = 2.0, p = .02, but
they did not differ significantly in their variability in ov (var-
iance = .78 vs .82), F(39, 55)=1.05, p = .88, or in g (variance =
6.03 vs 8.06), F(39, 55) = 1.34, p = .34.

Support for the predicted pattern was found for the SM-
notes task (see Table 3).Music experience was correlated with
performance in experts and not in novices (a difference that
was not significant), while ovwas correlated with performance
in novices and not in experts (a difference that was significant;
see Fig. 5). In contrast, for WM-notes, music experience was
not a significant predictor in either group alone, while ov was
related to performance in both groups, and g only in experts.
Again, this must be interpreted in the context of analyses
including all participants, which found support for all three
measures (music experience, ov and g) for both tasks (see
Table 2). In several cases, a correlation was supported for
one subgroup and not the other (note that even though there
are fewer experts than novices here, we find at least as much
evidence for correlations in experts). In the case of ov, which
we found to be a stronger predictor of performance in the SM-
notes tasks for novices than experts, we suspect this reflects a
qualitative change in the ability that supports performance.

It is worth pointing out that the comparison of groups was
not perfect, as participants with some modest level of music-
reading expertise (Level 2) were included among novices, to
produce samples large enough to explore and compare corre-
lations. These analyses should be repeated in much larger
groups, ideally to compare a group of individuals with no
music-reading experience at all to a group with varying exper-
tise, but we find more support for a qualitative change in the
ability that support performance for the SM-notes test than for
the WM-notes test. Given that ov is a fairly recent construct
(Richler et al., 2019), it is interesting to see that it is a strong
predictor of performance in both music tests in novices,

Fig. 4 Scatterplots of music experience and performance residuals of the musical tasks, after controlling for the corresponding controls, ov and g. Left to
right panel: Music experience and SM-notes, music experience and WM-notes, and SM-notes and WM-notes
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Table 3 Zero-order correlations (with 95% credible interval and BF+0) between task performance on SM-notes andWM-notes, and music experience,
ov and g in music-reading novices and in music-reading experts

Novices Experts Fisher Z test p value

Music experience .25 (.03, .48)
BF+0 = 1.66

.55 (.27, .72)
BF+0 = 268**

.09

SM-notes ov .55 (.31, .71)
BF+0 = 1575**

.07 (.01, .38)
BF+0 = 0.28

.01

g .21 (.02, .45)
BF+0 = 0.93

.29 (.04, .54)
BF+0 = 1.87

.69

Music experience .26 (.04, .48)
BF+0 = 1.88

.12 (.01, .43)
BF+0 = 0.40

.50

WM-notes ov .38 (.12, .58)
BF+0 = 15.67**

.59 (.31, .76)
BF+0 = 449**

.20

g .16 (.01, .41)
BF+0 = 0.56

.47 (.16, .68)
BF+0 = 25**

.10

Note. *flags BF+0 that are above 3, providing substantial evidence for a correlation. ** flags BF+0 that are above 10, providing at least strong evidence for
a correlation. The p value for a Fisher Z test comparing the two correlations is included.

Fig. 5 Correlations between SM-notes performance and (a) music experience and (b) ov in music-reading novices (left) and experts (right)
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despite the fact that musical notation is quite different from the
shaded novel objects used in the ov tasks for all participants as
a whole. This illustrates the importance of accounting for
domain-general abilities when assessing individual differ-
ences in a specific domain of expertise, and that some aspects
of music-reading performancemight be sourced from domain-
general ability.

General discussion

In this study, we explored the validity of a domain-specific
ability for reading musical notation. We created a battery of
tests to quantify this ability and began to characterize its no-
mological network (Cronbach &Meehl, 1955). We measured
this ability in a sample of 96 participants varying in their
experience with music training and examined how it relates
to domain-general abilities, in both skilled music readers and
novices.

Each of our tests produced reliable scores, allowing
us to characterize the ability to encode musical versus
nonmusical objects (SM tests), as well as working mem-
ory capacity for musical versus nonmusical stimuli
(WM tests). We validated the tests by showing that
the musical versions of these tests (but not the control
versions) were related to self-reported music-reading ex-
pertise. Importantly, performance on tests that use mu-
sical stimuli correlated well with each other, despite
differences in task demands, providing convergent valid-
ity. This supports the existence of a latent construct that
is domain-specific, one that should be relevant across
different tasks and situations in which reading musical
notation is required.

In trying to establish reading of musical notation as a
domain-specific ability, it was important to characterize its
relation to domain-general abilities, thereby providing infor-
mation on discriminant validity of the construct.Wemeasured
general object-recognition ability ov and estimated general
intelligence g alongside our tests for music reading abilities.
We found evidence that domain-general ability and domain-
specific music reading experience contribute differently to
performance on the SM test used in many studies to index
music reading expertise (Chang & Gauthier, 2020; Wong
et al., 2014; Wong et al., 2020; Wong & Gauthier, 2010a,
2010b, 2012;Wong&Wong, 2018). That is, in music reading
experts, performance in matching short sequences of notes
was primarily predicted by their music reading trainingwhere-
as, in novices, it was mostly driven by general visual object-
recognition ability, ov. In other work, people higher in ov and g
performed better in a lung nodule detection task when their
radiological training experience was controlled (Sunday et al.,
2018). Our findings extend this work by suggesting that with
growing experience in a visual domain, the same task that is

originally supported by domain-general mechanisms can
come to rely on more specialized processes.

Interestingly, in the present study, g did not predict perfor-
mance on any of the musical tests (SM or WM tests), in nei-
ther music-reading expert group or novice group. It is possible
that general intelligence was somewhat restricted in range in
this population of Vanderbilt students. However, it is also
possible that simple music reading tasks as operationalized
here, which do not require translating the notes into their
names, sounds, or associated motor patterns, rely more on
visual rather than cognitive skills. This may be different from
more complex music-learning situations. For instance, when
novices learned to perform a simple piece ofmusic frommem-
ory, general intelligence was the only significant predictor of
their performance (Burgoyne et al., 2019). Of course, no other
study has yet measured the contribution of both visual and
cognitive domain-general abilities. While cognitive abilities
have routinely been considered as an important contribution
to musical skill acquisition, we would argue that the visual
requirement in both simple and complex musical tasks should
not be ignored. Here, ov was a significant predictor of both
matching and working memory tasks with notes, and
remained so in experts in the case of working memory. We
believe ov will be a useful addition to future work looking to
understand individual differences in the music domain.

This is only the first attempt to relate the recognition
of musical notation to general intelligence and general
visual abilities. We readily acknowledge the limitations
of this work. Our sample was relatively small, and with
a larger sample we could have investigated experts with
a history of reading musical notation for different pur-
poses (e.g., playing different instruments or singing).
We only had three tests with notes, two of them rela-
tively similar in format. Developing a broader range of
tests would be useful to better estimate a latent con-
struct related to music reading ability that is indepen-
dent from task specific requirements, and therefore bet-
ter able to generalize across tasks and contexts. There
are other aspects of music reading expertise besides the
recognition of musical notation and short music note
sequence processing. However, one ongoing challenge
is to create more complex tests that still allow a com-
parison between experts and novices without any formal
training. We started this paper by noting the well-
known challenges in drawing causal inferences on the
effects of musical training based on correlational evi-
dence. This work is no different, but we have strength-
ened the evidence for domain-specific perceptual effects
with musical notation. In addition, we believe that be-
cause our tasks are simple and can be performed by
novices and experts alike, they may be sensitive to
changes in relatively short training protocols. Other
domain-specific effects have been successfully obtained
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in short training studies (Chua & Gauthier, 2020) and
changes in the perception of musical notation could be
among the very first effects of musical training.
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